
Tell the City Council Not to Approve Prologis Industrial Park I 
On Tuesday, October 14th, the Moreno Valley City Council will consider whether or not to approve the Prologis Industrial 
Park consisting of over 1.5 million square feet made up of four distribution centers. Prologis is the largest developer 
and owner of logistics properties in the world and promises to produce $19 million in taxes and fees aimed towards 
local infrastructure and 600-1,000 permanent jobs during planned build out around 2020. However, it is a project's vision 
and benefits are overstated and short term. Approval of this project will produce more long term negative effects to the 
community and local economy than positive ones. 

Existing Homes/Apartments 
Office Space Zoning 

• Commericial Center Zoning 

Residential Use Zoning 

D Open Space Zoning 
Rendering of a distribution center near the 60 
freeway and Moreno Valley Auto Mall. 

Reasons Not to Support This Project 
Increased levels of noise, air, and light pollution near • 
homes, apartments, and already challenged commercial/ 
retail centers of eastern Moreno Valley, thus decreasing 
property values, demand for future development and 
occupation, and increasing health risks for all. 

3,100 new truck trips a day will be added to the already 
narrow and congested 60 freeway. No funding is 
anticipated to extend or improve the on-ramps and 
bridge for Moreno Beach Drive at this time. 

Vehicles from the distribution centers will not have • 
access to Redlands Boulevard via Eucalyptus Avenue at 
this point in time. 

Most of the jobs 600-1,000 jobs promised at build out in 
2020 will be mostly temporary manual labor with hourly 
rates between $9-$15 an hour. A significant number of 
workers will come from surrounding cities and faces 
chances of automation with future renovations and • 
expansions. 

An average of 1-2 million sq. feet of logistics space is 
vacant in Moreno Valley at any given time. Hundreds of 
acres on the western and southern ends already zoned 

for industrial use remain undeveloped is near where 
most major distribution centers such as Amazon, Ross, 
Harbor Freight, and more. In addition, area logistics 
facilities like March Global Port remains vacant with 
transportation infrastructure from air, rail, and near the 
1-215 corridor used by industrial operations for decades 
is underutilized and is allowed to decay. There has also 
been a failure to produce jobs for other industries such 
as medicine, technology, entertainment. etc by the City 
Council in many years. 

Tenants in the industry have been known to take part in 
systematic cheating of hours and wages, take employee 
intimidation, engage in illegal firing, and perpetuate 
harsh and even dangerous working conditions. Many 
actions, including in Moreno Valley, have resulted in 
government fines or penalties and have amounted in 
millions in legal payouts for mistreated employees. 

Over 3/5's of the $19 million promised in fees by the 
project will go to expand Eucalyptus Ave. further east 
and create infrastructure designed soley to support the 
buildings of Prologis, nothing more, not benefit the 
community or area around the project. 

Please contact your council member at moval.org or please attend the public hearing of 
this matter on Tuesday, October 14th at 6pm inside City Hall at 14177 Frederick Street. 




